EDITORIALS
As illustrated by Tang et al. ( 1 ) in this issue of the Journal, the treatment of solid tumors may be improved by controlling the pharmacologic properties of anticancer therapeutics. In 1906, Paul Ehrlich established the concept of drug delivery ( 2 ) by proposing a carrier that would "bring therapeutically active groups to the organ in question." The objective of drug delivery in the treatment of solid tumors is to increase the concentration of a therapeutic agent in the tumor while limiting systemic exposure ( 3 -5 ) . Increasing the concentration of drugs in the tumor relative to normal tissues results in improved tumor control and reduced toxic side effects. Numerous drug delivery technologies have been developed to accomplish this objective, including liposomes ( 6 ) , micelles ( 7 ), antibody-directed enzyme -prodrug therapy ( 8 ) , photodynamic therapy ( 9 ) , affinity targeting ( 10 ) , and macromolecular drug carriers ( 11 , 12 ) .
Many of these drug delivery technologies, including the one described by Tang et al., take advantage of the unique pathophysiology of tumor vasculature. As early as the 1920s, researchers using a transparent chamber and injectable dye techniques found that, in contrast to normal tissue, tumors contain a high density of abnormal blood vessels that are dilated and poorly differentiated, with chaotic architecture and aberrant branching ( 13 -16 ) . Subsequently, various parameters of tumor vasculature were found to be impaired: for example, tumor blood vessels were observed to have a higher permeability than normal ones. These impaired functions contribute to the higher concentration of plasma proteins detected in tumor tissues than in normal tissues ( 17 -26 ) . This phenomenon was elucidated by Maeda and colleagues ( 27 -29 ) and reviewed by Seymour ( 30 ) , who described it as the enhanced permeability and retention effect, which is a combination of the increased permeability of tumor blood vessels and the decreased rate of clearance. The enhanced permeability of tumor vessels is due in part to larger pores in the tumor vasculature ( ~ 100 -2000 nm) ( 31 -33 ) compared with those of normal healthy continuous vasculature (2 -6 nm) ( 34 ) . The decreased rate of clearance is due to the lack of functional lymphatic vessels within a tumor, although there are indications that lymphatic vessels may exist in the periphery of a tumor ( 35 -37 ) . Even though retention and cellular uptake in a tumor may be improved with a targeting moiety specifi c for tumor receptors, all macromolecules, including targeted ones, preferentially accumulate in solid tumors after intravenous administration because their longer plasma half-life compared with small molecules provides a sustained driving force for their migration across the leaky tumor vasculature into the tumor mass.
Despite the constant development of new drug delivery vehicles that focus on increasing the overall accumulation of anticancer drugs within a tumor, the penetration of these drug carriers --a factor that is equally important in determining effi cacy --has
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Matthew R . Dreher , Ashutosh Chilkoti received much less attention. The penetration of drugs and/or drug carriers in a tumor can be operationally defi ned at different length scales as 1) penetration from the surface of the tumor boundary into the tumor center (i.e., whole tissue scale), 2) penetration across the tumor blood vessel (i.e., vascular permeability), 3) penetration away from the blood vessels through the extracellular matrix (analogous to the effective diffusion coeffi cient), and 4) penetration into the tumor cell itself (cellular uptake). Optimizing penetration in a tumor is important at length scales that are relevant to the mode of action of the drug. Hence, for chemotherapeutic drugs such as doxorubicin that normally have an intranuclear mode of action, optimization of penetration from the macroscale down to the intracellular site of action is critical, whereas for radionuclides, homogeneous penetration through the tumor mass without substantial tumor cell uptake may suffi ce to elicit a therapeutic effect. In terms of the determinants of penetration, properties of the drug or drug carrier, such as molecular size and binding affi nity, as well as properties of the tissue, including extracellular matrix constituents and pore interconnectedness, are important factors that will affect penetration at all length scales ( 38 -44 ) . Increasing molecular size limits penetration across the blood vessel ( 40 ) and through the tumor tissue ( 41 ). Although Tang et al. ( 1 ) used doxorubicin encapsulated in a polyethylene glycol-phosphatidylethanolamine (PEG-PE) micelle with a diameter of 10 -20 nm, which is larger than doxorubicin alone, they achieved suffi cient tumor accumulation to elicit a therapeutic response that they claimed could be attributed to the improved penetration of doxorubicin within the tumor.
Tang et al.
(1) used a multitude of analytic, in vitro, and in vivo techniques to raise many interesting questions and present some promising results. Most notably, cellular uptake of doxorubicin was improved when delivered with PEG-PE, and this increased uptake may have contributed to the lower IC 50 observed for doxorubicin PEG-PE micelles. Furthermore, the doxorubicin encapsulated within PEG-PE micelles demonstrated a different intracellular distribution than the free drug, and, in the light of the lower IC 50 compared with free doxorubicin, these data suggest that the encapsulated doxorubicin may well have a different mechanism of cytotoxicity ( 45 , 46 ) , though the precise mechanism of both cellular uptake and cytotoxicity of doxorubicin PEG-PE micelles remains a mystery. These results are also intriguing because they are in stark contrast to other drug delivery systems, in which encapsulated or conjugate drugs are often less cytotoxic than free drug. Many drug delivery systems demonstrate impressive tumor targeting in vivo but fail to elicit tumor regression because the drug is less bioavailable than free drug once it is localized to the tumor due to the encapsulation or conjugation process. The combination of impressive tumor targeting and good bioavailability of doxorubicin PEG-PE micelles most likely caused the excellent tumor control and reduced toxic side effects at equivalent doxorubicin doses observed by Tang et al.
In our view, several aspects of this study are puzzling and deserve further scrutiny: fi rst, it is surprising that the ability of PEG-PE to form micelles that can encapsulate doxorubicin has not been previously explored, as claimed by the authors, and, if this claim is correct, the authors deserve credit for examining the interaction of an old drug with a well-known formulation agent to create a potent drug delivery system. In this context, we note that the authors do not provide information on which of the many PEG-PE lipids they used, because the molecular weight of PEG will affect the self-assembly of PEG-PE into micelles versus liposomes, and, indeed, data on the formation of micelles are lacking. Furthermore, the absence of hard evidence on the degree of doxorubicin encapsulation within these micelles raises the question of whether apples were compared with apples when cytotoxicity and tumor regression of free drug and micelle-encapsulated drug were compared. Fluorescence is extremely sensitive to the microenvironment of the fl uorophore, and it is unclear exactly how doxorubicin content was quantifi ed. Any errors in estimation of drug loading would skew the results on effi cacy. We also take issue with the authors' claim that their fl ow cytometry data prove enhanced tumor penetration of the micelles compared with free drug. Although they cite our work on the penetration of macromolecules into tumors as a motivation for their approach ( 42 ) , simple fl ow cytometry of cells retrieved from a tumor cannot yield quantitative information on the spatial penetration of the drug into the tumor at any of the length scales that defi ne tumor penetration. Their fl ow cytometry results indicate that tumor cells as a whole experienced more drug, but penetration was never quantifi ed. Techniques such as administering a perfusion marker before sacrifi ce to separate tumor cells into subpopulations that are proximal and distal to a blood vessel based on perfusion marker intensity (47) would have provided more conclusive results. Nevertheless, impressive preclinical results have been reported by Tang et al. with this deceptively simple drug delivery system, so further studies are clearly warranted.
The future of drug delivery will depend on the ability of material scientists, chemists, pharmaceutical scientists, pharmacologists, biologists, bioengineers, and clinicians to work in concert to develop and translate to the clinic the next generation of drug delivery systems that focus on what are, in our opinion, three critical aspects of delivery: "drug combinations/sequencing," "targeting," and "integration." Currently, most drug delivery systems are designed to deliver only a single agent; however, combination chemotherapy is the current standard of care, so that future delivery systems should focus on the combination of multiple drugs with optimized spatial and temporal distribution within a tumor. The combination and proper temporal sequencing of chemotherapy delivery systems with other anticancer therapies such as radiation or immunotherapy may prove to be a very effective approach. Dynamic drug delivery technologies also represent a fertile ground for future research, and here, we need to move beyond the intellectually seductive but constricting notion that the only worthwhile method to target drugs to tumors is one based on affi nity interaction between a ligand and a tumor-associated receptor. That said, although affi nity targeting has many intrinsic limitations (10 , 38 -40 ) , it is, and will remain, an important weapon in our armamentarium. Emerging technologies that exploit the ability of delivery vehicles to dynamically morph their properties within a tumor to selectively deliver their payload to a tumor while sparing normal tissue is a new and intriguing concept for drug delivery. Examples of such "morphing" carriers include thermally responsive elastin-like polypeptides that undergo a soluble -insoluble transition in heated tumors ( 46 , 48 -50 ) and thermally sensitive liposomes that release their payload in tumors that are mildly heated to 42 °C ( 51 , 52 ) . Another fruitful area of investigation is the design of carriers that, instead of changing their properties in response to an "extrinsic" signal, can exploit the physicochemical differences between tumors and normal tissues ( 53 ) as "intrinsic" triggers to selectively deliver drugs to tumors ( 54 ) . Prototypical examples of this approach are drug-loaded micelles and liposomes that rupture in response to the lowered pH of the tumor microenvironment. We believe that affi nity targeting and dynamically morphing carriers are orthogonal yet complementary approaches, so that a clever and judicious combination of the two is likely to improve the prospects of getting the payload to its desired site. Finally, using a somewhat inexact analogy, we believe that integration is key to getting all this to work on the therapeutic battlefi eld --integration of the warhead (drug) with the guidance system (targeting moiety) and with the rocket (the delivery vehicle). Therefore, a systems engineering approach is clearly necessary for the design of drug delivery systems. The study by Tang et al. is a simple but effective demonstration of the benefi ts of integration of a drug with an appropriate carrier to yield a striking gain in effi cacy. If Werner Von Braun and company could get it right more than a half-century ago, it is time for us to do so as well. May the days of pharmacologic missiles that miss their target and friendly fi re that kills patients soon be over!
